Action Items

Attend Council Tuesday 4/23 (730-9)
Prepare a Slide for Council on performance evaluations
Activities Midway Saturday 1-3; sign up here for a slot
(ASAP) Tell Jonte anything you’d like to have included in his Thursday night speech
Reach out to Sid and Devin with your interests for next year; let them know also if they’ll help recruit for exec etc. (ua-admin-elect@mit.edu)

Attendance
Sebastian, Devin, Jonte, Walsh, Patrick, Naren, Danielle, Betsy, Stephanie, Amanda, Sid, John Kongo, Lauren, Ravi

Performance Evaluations
Read by 4/23 Council Meeting, please attend that meetings
Discuss accomplishments and goals going forwards
Feedback on the UA and its direction
Personal plans for next year and transition plans
Prepare a slide on Q3 accomplishments
Who you’ll check in with has been switched up; some TBA

CPW
Jonte is giving a 3-5 minute speech Thursday night
Midway Saturday 1-3; sign up for a slot here

Grimson Update
Happened Monday
[meeting contents redacted]

PTAC / President Reif
He was at Baker House yesterday
PTAC had its final meeting
PTAC’s final report (~80 pages) will be out soon in final form

Updates
(Naren) The number of units assigned to a subject doesn’t match the amount of time required (e.g. 4.111, 8.13, 6.115). COE assessing subject evaluation data and developing a political strategy. Currently gathering data.

(Naren) Know your rights! Classes with final exams: nothing due after and no exams after May 16. Classes without final exams: no exams after May 10; at most assignment due no later
than May 16 (unless the two assignments are really the same thing: a presentation and a paper). No take-home finals unless scheduled through the registrar must be open notes. If you are going to miss finals talk to a dean in S^3.

(Naren) One faculty member (probably Gruber) will eat in Maseeh May 7 as a pilot for faculty in dining; to be expanded in the fall

(Danielle) Ra Ra Riot is opening. Volunteers open & 100 people signed up. Pubbing to start next week (on all other spring fest events). Free things. “Radio thing” happening during CPW, giving away at most 8 tickets.

(Betsy) Wellness week the week after springfest; it’s growing cancerously (so to speak). Working to add transparency to the leave-of-absence process.

(Amanda) Spirit Week in conjunction with Spring Fest.
Tuesday: Rep your crew
Wednesday: Mismatch Day
Thursday: Neon Day
Friday: MIT Day
Technique pictures on Tuesday

(Amanda) Special Projects + Baker Foundation are coordinating cross-campus dinners

(Ravi) Nominations Happening... do it!

(Devin) Sid + Devin are forming their cabinet; they want the best people possible; they’re obviously want to talk to exec about what they’re interested in doing. We also want to get other people involved. Please reach out. Goal is to do this over the next two weeks.

Discussion of Orientation Report
[also not public yet]

Tech Cash Readers
Should we buy a $3000 techcash reader to replace getting money via spreadsheet (writing down ID numbers)? Not clear if it’s a student government issue; administration claims we have the money. Jonte wants to use Square, even though it’s against the rules. Decision: Jonte should do more research